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downtime - Traduction française – Linguee It may be due to technical failure, machine adjustment, maintenance, or
non-availability of inputs such as materials, labor, power. Average downtime is usually built into the price of goods
produced, to recover its cost from the sales revenue. Opposite of uptime. Also called waiting time. ?Fortnite
downtime: Is Fortnite down - How long are servers offline . Downtime refers to periods of time during which a
computer system, server or network is shut off or unavailable for use. Downtime Define Downtime at
Dictionary.com When a manufacturing process stops for an unplanned event (e.g., a motor failure) it accumulates
down time. While down time is most often associated with downtime - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
Downtime or outage duration refers to a period of time that a system fails to provide or perform its primary function.
Reliability, availability, recovery, and unavailability are related concepts. The unavailability is the proportion of a
time-span that a system is unavailable or offline. What Is Downtime? Webopedia Definition And you might argue
that it is just downtime, but the habit of endlessly checking devices leads to a loop of inattention and a dilution of
focus during working . Downtime - Wikipedia De très nombreux exemples de phrases traduites contenant downtime
– Dictionnaire français-anglais et moteur de recherche de traductions françaises. downtime Meaning in the
Cambridge English Dictionary Downtime happens for many reasons: A spike in traffic (usually resolved by
increasing site bandwidth). A problem with your hosting provider (usually resolved Downtime - definition of
downtime by The Free Dictionary I m a bit tapped right now, think I m gonna take some down time before landing
that party later. Get a down time mug for your father-in-law Georges. 2. Downtime Definition of Downtime by
Merriam-Webster Definition of downtime. 1 : time during which production is stopped especially during setup for an
operation or when making repairs. 2 : inactive time (such as time between periods of work) The High Price Of IT
Downtime Network Computing Uptime and downtime with 99.9999 % SLA. Change SLA level: (enter SLA level and
hit the enter key). Powered by LISP SLA level of 99.9999 Downtime Monitoring for WordPress sites - Jetpack Eliot
and Neko are back for our World Champs post race show. The riders threw the dice in Lenzerheide and we
crowned 4 World Champions who are at the downtime Definition of downtime in English by Oxford Dictionaries
downtime definition: 1. the time during which a machine, especially a computer, is not working or is not able to be
used2. time when you relax and do not do very What is uptime and downtime? - Definition from WhatIs.com 2 Jul
2017 . Define down time (noun) and get synonyms. What is down time (noun)? down time (noun) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Episodes - Downtime Podcast Definition of downtime - time during which a
machine, especially a computer, is out of action or unavailable for use. Downtime – d20PFSRD downtime Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. Downtime Synonyms, Downtime Antonyms
Thesaurus.com Taking it easy just got easier. Our downtime khaki with smart 360 flex is the undisputed champion
of chill. Comfort times a thousand meets durability for the win. Downtime definition and meaning Collins English
Dictionary Downtime definition, a time during a regular working period when an employee is not actively productive.
See more. Downtime Khaki Pants With Smart 360 Flex™, Slim Tapered Fit . 26 Sep 2017 . Lost Productivity: If
your employees depend on a service to do their jobs, downtime means lost productivity for your organization. Also,
if your The Importance of Scheduling Downtime - Lifehack Define downtime. downtime synonyms, downtime
pronunciation, downtime translation, English dictionary definition of downtime. n. 1. The period of time when Help:
Destiny Server and Update Status Bungie.net 1 Aug 2018 . PDF While the performance and the efficiency of wind
turbines and their energy yields have been improved with time, their reliability still Urban Dictionary: down time
Englisch-Deutsch-Übersetzungen für downtime im Online-Wörterbuch dict.cc (Deutschwörterbuch). SLA & Uptime
calculator: How much downtime corresponds to . Uptime is a computer industry term for the time during which a
computer is operational. Downtime is the time when it isn t operational. What is Downtime? - Definition from
Techopedia Downtime means that a system or service is not working at a given time. The term is usually used in
discussions about the provision of information technology dict.cc Wörterbuch :: downtime ::
Englisch-Deutsch-Übersetzung Website downtime occurs when a website s users can t either access or complete
a primary task on a website. downtime - English-Spanish Dictionary - WordReference.com 28 Jan 2016 . The High
Price Of IT Downtime. Outages cost enterprises $700 billion a year, according to IHS study. What if I told you that
every network Reduce Down Time in Manufacturing Vorne 23 Aug 2018 . FORTNITE players were kicked out of
their games this morning as Epic Games roll out their new content update. How long are Fortnite servers What Is
The Cause of Downtime In Manufacturing? - SensrTrx The downtime system is designed to put much of the power
and decision making for non-adventuring tasks in the hands of the players. These rules assume the 3 Strategies
for Minimizing Downtime DigitalOcean ?Synonyms for downtime at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for downtime. (PDF) Wind turbine downtime and its
importance for offshore . Looking for online definition of Down Time in the Medical Dictionary? Down Time
explanation free. What is Down Time? Meaning of Down Time medical term. Down Time definition of Down Time
by Medical dictionary Destiny 2 will undergo maintenance with no expected downtime. During this time, Destiny 2
Hotfix 2.0.2.1 will become available for download. Please see below down time (noun) definition and synonyms
Macmillan Dictionary Downtime definition: In industry, downtime is the time during which machinery or equipment is
not operating. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and What is website downtime? - Uptrends 2 Apr 2018 .
Downtime is caused by planned maintenance, tool breaks, adjustments and even bathroom breaks. Every minute a
manufacturers machine What is downtime? definition and meaning - BusinessDictionary.com How much downtime
you need to schedule is a personal matter that depends on a several factors, such as how much time you need on
a physical and mental .

